Dunlee replacement CT tubes offer excellent quality and are meticulously engineered to be OEM-equivalent. Each tube is tested to meet the same specifications as the original manufacturer’s product and to ensure proper operation and excellent image quality.

To help you maintain your CT’s performance, we quickly deliver quality CT tubes. We provide the 24/7/365 technical support you need to replace, install and calibrate your replacement CT tube.

**DA 200 P40**

- Standard Warranty: 12 months or 6,000 patient exams, full
- Replaces: D3187T, D3188T
- Focal Spot: 0.7 x 0.6 / 0.9 x 0.9
- kHU: 6,300
- Ordering No.: 4598006-53451

This 6.3 MHU CT tube is designed as a replacement for use in GE Optima™.

**DA 200 ULTRA**

- Standard Warranty: 12 months, full
- Replaces: D3182T, D3186T
- Focal Spot: 0.7 x 0.6 / 0.9 x 0.9
- kHU: 6,300
- Ordering No.: 9896055-88704

This 6.3 MHU CT tube is designed as a replacement for use in GE BrightSpeed™, GE Discovery™, GE Lightspeed™ and GE Optima™.

**REEVO 240G**

- Standard Warranty: 12 months, full
- Replaces: D3193T, D3194
- Focal Spot: 0.7 x 0.6 / 0.9 x 0.9
- kHU: 8,000
- Ordering No.: 9896055-96401

This 8.0 MHU CT tube is designed as a replacement for use in GE Discovery™ and GE Lightspeed™*.

*For the latest information regarding compatibility for CT tubes and scanners, please refer to our cross-reference guide.
REDUCE REPLACEMENT COSTS AND SCANNER DOWNTIME

For independent service organizations (ISOs) and in-house teams replacing CT tubes at hospitals and imaging centers, Dunlee’s replacement tubes and support services help to reduce replacement costs and scanner downtime.

EXPERIENCE FOR THE FUTURE

Building on 100+ years of experience, Dunlee’s people, products, programs and partnerships have shaped how diagnostic images are made. Dunlee remains at the forefront of medical imaging as an international leader in the research, design, and manufacturing of high-performance CT tubes.

Call +49 40 5078 13 91 today or visit dunlee.com to learn more